The great success of the Internet has promoted the development of digital industries and increased the demand for communication bandwidth. For example, ultrahigh-definition videos and vehicle networks require fast bandwidth speed and increase network connection density, respectively. High-bandwidth and high-density parallel communication drive the rapid development of network virtualization and 5G/6G technology. In a network virtualization environment, this new demand also brings new link resource allocation difficulties in existing substrate networks. To solve this far-reaching problem, this paper proposes a virtual network embedding algorithm via diffusion wavelet (VNE_DW), which is an unsupervised structure learning algorithm. Through the diffusion wavelet, the topology structure of nodes, connection density, and link volume among the nodes are comprehensively evaluated. Nodes that facilitate the link mapping success rate are preferentially selected. Experimental results demonstrate that the mapping success rate and revenue-cost ratio of VNE_DW outperform other state-of-the-art algorithms with high bandwidth and density.
These business requirements have led to virtual network requests (VNRs) with different communication intensities and connection densities [6] and introduced new challenges to the deployment of virtual links. The existing VNE algorithm deploys virtual nodes through topology and resource attributes without considering structural characteristics, link volume, and connection density among the nodes. Therefore, the mapping success rate of the link, as well as the overall revenue of the ISP, is reduced especially in the business scenario of high connection density and bandwidth requirements.
Traditional VNE maximizes ISPs' revenue using a twostage mapping algorithm. After the node mapping ends, the corresponding substrate nodes are connected through a multihop link. Therefore, the success rate of the VNE depends on the success rate of the node and link mapping. Selecting an appropriate node position is critical because the mapped node position in the substrate network determines the range of the link mapping. Many researchers are attempting to solve the node mapping scheme in polynomial time using different heuristic algorithms. The metaheuristic algorithm is used to solve the VNE problem [7] [8] [9] [10] , and the virtual network mapping scheme is often solved by setting different optimization targets and multiple iterations, which incur a certain time overhead. The heuristic algorithm considers node resource and topology attributes [11] [12] [13] (e.g., node CPU, node strength, node degree, centrality, etc.) to obtain an approximate optimal mapping scheme through a greedy selection.
Our paper considers structural features, communication capability, and connection density among nodes and focuses on optimizing the scheme of node mapping to facilitate the success rate of link mapping. To analyze structural features, such as connection density, link volume, and closeness among nodes, a virtual network embedding algorithm via diffusion wavelet (VNE_DW) is proposed, which is inspired by spectral theory that treats the diffusion wavelet as the main idea [14] , [15] .
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 1. A novel node-ranking algorithm is proposed based on spectral theory, which is extensively used in network presentations and machine learning research spheres. The proposed algorithm is effective in analyzing communication capabilities of a node, communication volume in node pairs, and intimacy among nodes. The algorithm focuses on improving the success rate of link mapping by optimizing the mapping scheme of nodes and obtaining affluent revenue.
2. To make better use of the topology information of nodes, VNE_DW divides the virtual nodes and substrate nodes into different sets according to the mapping state of a node, and determines the mapping scheme of the node by considering the topology relationship between the sets. In addition, this paper considers the multiple topology attributes of the node, and measures the comprehensive effect of these attributes on the nodes through the diffusion wavelet, thus better than evaluating multiple attributes using ordinary mathematical operations. In the link mapping phase, the link mapping success rate is further improved by tailoring links that do not satisfy the bandwidth.
3. Connection density and link volume among nodes are considered in the process of mapping the nodes. The VNE_DW algorithm is better than other traditional algorithms in terms of request acceptance rate and revenue-cost ratio, thereby improving ISPs' total revenue, especially in cases of business requirements with high bandwidth and connection density.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the current state of research on VNE and graph machine learning algorithms. Section 3 describes and analyzes the VNE problem. Section 4 discusses the VNE_DW algorithm. Section 5 presents the experimental environment and performance evaluation of VNE_DW. Section 6 lists the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORKS
Given that the VNE is an NP-hard problem [16] , the algorithms for VNE can be divided into exact-like and heuristic.
In the next part, we will divide the algorithms into two parts to detail the research background. In addition, virtual networks have important relationships with graph-related learning algorithms in other fields. Thus, an overview of related research in the field of spectral theory and machine learning is provided.
A. EXACT-LIKE ALGORITHMS
The authors in [17] proposed a VNE algorithm based on mixed integer programming. It is for this reason that the complexity of solving this type of problem is exponential, the authors verified the energy-saving effect of the method on a substrate network with a small number of nodes. In [18] , a multidomain VNE algorithm was proposed. The algorithm initially divides the virtual network into multiple subtopologies using the max-flow min-cut algorithm and then maps these sub-topologies in the substrate network through an integer programming in a manner that will minimize the mapping cost. Based on column generation, the authors in [19] proposed a one-shot, unsplittable VNE solution, wherein the problem was modeled as a path-based mathematical program called ''primal.'' The authors created an initial set of paths to solve a dual problem and then solved the primal problem to obtain a final solution. Similar to [19] , the authors in [20] presented a method that adopts a compact path-based integer line program, which is solved by leveraging a branchand-price framework that embeds a column generation process. The idea of column generation is to start with a small set of paths and incrementally incorporate new paths until the optimal path set is contained. Consequently, the complexity of this method exponentially increases with the increase in the number of links.
From the above literature, path-based or mixed integer program solutions are not suitable for solving large-scale or high-link density problems. In addition, the validity of the constructed model determines the effectiveness of the algorithm's solution. Therefore, our work does not consider the virtual network problem of the exact solution but explores the use of heuristic methods in solving the problem.
B. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
VNE is a process of finding the logical topology of a virtual network in the substrate network topology, and thus considering topology information will be advantageous in the node mapping phase. Most heuristic algorithms focus on topological attributes to evaluate nodes. The author of [21] proposed a method that simultaneously embeds nodes and links, which is based on subgraph isomorphism detection. Similarly, [22] solved the problem of VNE in a federated cloud environment on the basis of subgraph isomorphism detection. However, the two methods increase the amount of back-trace exploration when resources are insufficient or link connection density is high. Based on the neighborhood method, in which a recursive search is conducted by neighboring nodes on previous nodes, [23] proposed a new general constrained shortest path mapping approach without considering the node mapping problem. In [24] , a noderanking algorithm that takes into account multiple attributes was proposed. The algorithm utilizes Newton's law of gravity, which combines Euclidean distances among nodes, delay, and resource attributes, to qualitatively evaluate the interaction among nodes. Substrate nodes are sorted using the PageRank algorithm. The virtual node is greedily mapped to the substrate node with the highest ranking to satisfy mapping constraints. The authors of [25] coordinated the advantages of centralized and distributed mapping to formulate a coordinated virtual network mapping algorithm. According to the historical mapping's successful VNRs, the more frequently a substrate node is mapped, the higher the node's priority will be. However, the mapping priority of the virtual node is determined according to the CPU's resource requirement; hence, the neighbor relationship among nodes is ignored. The authors of [26] proposed a virtual network mapping algorithm based on breadth-first search, which ranks nodes according to node degree and clustering coefficient information. When the virtual node is mapped, the substrate node hosting the parent node of the virtual node is determined, and its neighboring nodes are used as candidate nodes. The node that satisfies the constraint in hosting the virtual node is contained in the candidate nodes to reduce link utilization and improve the revenue-cost ratio. The authors of [27] proposed a dynamic virtual network mapping algorithm that solves the problem of allowing the user to dynamically change the virtual network resource requirements and structure after the virtual network is embedded. The algorithm consists of a migration and remapping process. By selecting a node with consideration of the resource utilization but without consideration of the connection state among nodes, it is not conducive to finding a link mapping scheme that satisfies the mapping constraint. The authors of [28] proposed the Monte Carlo tree search algorithm to find the node by considering the connection relationship between the nodes. However, the connection relationship is related to the parent node of the mapping node, and the update of the reward value is determined by the final state, which does not evaluate a better state in the middle.
The above works utilize topologies as heuristic information for node selection while ineffectually incorporating structural features. Moreover, the mapping success rate of the link depends on structural features, such as link connection density, link volume, and closeness among nodes. Link mapping is effectively facilitated when a node that satisfies the resource constraints with a better structure feature is selected.
C. SPECTRAL GRAPH THEORY AND MACHINE LEARNING
With the emergence of graph structure data, such as social, gene regulatory, and brain function networks, the success of deep learning in various applications has prompted researchers to extend machine learning models to non-Euclidean data fields. Consequently, the use of machine learning to analyze geometric topologies is becoming a hot topic. In a supervised learning task, the authors of [29] introduced a new spectral domain convolution structure for deep learning of graphs. The core element of the model is a new class of parametric rational complex functions. Such complex functions can effectively calculate the spectral filter on the graph that specializes in the frequency band of interest, thereby solving the problems of node classification and community detection. Supervised graph structure learning not only requires a large number of manual annotations of data, but the trained model may also have a certain dependence on the data. Therefore, unsupervised structural learning algorithms are urgently needed. The authors of [30] proposed a method for characterizing a node structure as a vector. The similarity of different scales is measured using a hierarchy without nodes or edge attributes and constructing a multilayer graph to encode structural similarity. Then, a structural context of the node is generated. The authors of [31] modified the spectral domain analysis method to analyze the structure through the diffusion wavelet. The nodes in different positions in the graph may have a similar structure. The wavelet coefficient of the node is regarded as the probability, and a characteristic function is used to classify node structures by probability distribution.
This paper utilizes the diffusion wavelet to: (1) learn node structures; (2) analyze connection density, link volume, and closeness among nodes; and (3) select nodes that facilitate link mapping that improves the overall performance of the VNE algorithm.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
In the network virtualization environment, the infrastructure provider (InP) is responsible for maintaining the substrate network ( Fig. 1 ). The service provider (SP) formulates the corresponding virtual network request based on customer needs and requests the InP to lease resources. The InP benefits from deploying VNRs to the substrate network. 
B. VIRTUAL NETWORK
The virtual network is a topology generated by the network operator according to customer needs. The node and link attributes express a customer's demand for service functions and resources. The virtual network topology is represented by an undirected graph
where V v and L v represent virtual node and link sets, respectively, and C v and B v represent the requirements of virtual node processing and link transmission capabilities, respectively.
C. VNE
The VNE process consists of the node-and link-mapping phases. In the node-mapping phase, candidate nodes that satisfy the virtual node constraint are first identified from the substrate node set. Then, the final substrate node is selected from the candidate nodes using the node-mapping algorithm. In the link-mapping phase, the virtual nodes to which the virtual link is connected are initially determined before selecting the substrate node that hosts the virtual nodes. Then, the substrate link is selected from the substrate nodes that meet the virtual link bandwidth requirement. The virtual node-mapping process follows the scheme ( Fig. 1 
whereas the link-mapping process has the following sequence:
ANALYSIS OF NETWORK TRAFFIC AND VNE
In two-stage VNE algorithms, considering only the node computing capacity may hinder link mapping due to the low communication capability of the substrate node. Hence, most algorithms adopt the following formula (1) or the improved evaluation to metric the node's communication capability:
The value of the node may be high due to its high computing capability or the adjacent link's high bandwidth capability, especially when the computing and bandwidth requirements are extremely unbalanced. Moreover, the ability to communicate between nodes is not well measured. According to this formula, improper nodes will be selected, resulting in a lower acceptance ratio in the long run. To maximize the acceptance ratio, VNE algorithms do not greedily select the node with the largest metric value but instead select a node that satisfies the computing resource constraint by this priority. However, this discrete node selection method may waste link resources and affect the carrying capacity of the substrate network. For the above factors, we analyze the following five aspects to improve the overall performance of the VNE using structural features of the nodes.
When virtual nodes V v c and V v b are respectively mapped to substrate nodes V s c and V s F , the value in the rectangle indicates the computing resource ( Fig. 2) , whereas the value on the link represents the bandwidth resource. Without loss of generality, we analyze the mapping position of node V v a . x When V v a is mapped to node V s A , link L v ab is mapped to the path AGF, and link L v ac is mapped to the path AC. Path AC is a one-hop link that satisfies the L v ac resource requirement. The mapped path of L v ab needs to be bridged by node V s G , thereby consuming unnecessary link bandwidth and computing resources of V s G . This scenario may cause a shortage of resources around intermediate nodes spanned by the substrate path and reduce the carrying capacity of the substrate network to the subsequently arriving virtual network. To shorten the path hop, existing algorithms limit the range of the feasible region for candidate node-mapping, such as hop-limit VNE [32] , subgraph isomorphism detection VNE [21] , and breadth-first search VNE [26] . However, this process may affect the request acceptance rate to some extent due to the limited node selection.
y When node V v a is mapped to node V s B , L v ac is mapped to the path BC, and L v ab is mapped to the path BAGF. The bandwidth of L s BA cannot meet the resource constraints of L v ab due to the link congestion problem, which will cause linkmapping failure. If the link is extremely long, then transmission delay will increase. Therefore, node pairs that are near each other have a lower probability of encountering link congestion than distant ones. Even if the links among the closer pairs of nodes do not meet the resource constraints, they can communicate over longer paths. z When node V v a is mapped to node V s D , L v ac is mapped to the path DC, and L v ab is mapped to the path DEF. Although both V s D and V s A can choose a one-hop link to meet the con- of L v ac , two long paths (paths GABC and GAC) will be available between V s G and V s C . The link-mapping success rate will increase if the connection density of V s G to the mapped node V s C is high. In summary, if the greedy choice satisfies node computing resource constraints, then the success rate of the virtual network request-mapping will depend on the link-mapping phase. The success rate of link-mapping depends on the following viewpoints: (1) structural features of the nodes, which evaluate the communication capacity to other nodes;
(2) link volume among the nodes; (3) connection density among the nodes; and (4) topological closeness among the nodes. We will use the proposed algorithm to implement these viewpoints.
E. DIFFUSION WAVELETS AND NODE STRUCTURE
The network topology graph G = (V , E, A, D), where |V | = n vertices, |E| = m edges, and A indicates the adjacency matrix of G. If an edge exists between nodes V i and V j , then the value of A ij is the weight of the edge, which is defined as follows:
where B(l ij ) indicates the available bandwidth of link l ij , D indicates the degree matrix of G, and D ii = n j A ij . In the energy diffusion equation (Eq. 3), L indicates the Laplacian matrix of G, the node is the diffusion source, ϕ = {ϕ 1 · · · ϕ i } is the intensity distribution of the diffusion sources in G, ϕ i is the energy intensity of the node V i , and the energy transfer between nodes V i and V j is set according to Newton's law of cooling [33] . The diffusion coefficient is denoted as K :
The matrix form of Eq. (3) is as follows:
A large link bandwidth among nodes signifies more transferred energy per unit time, whereas a high number of neighboring nodes indicates high node energy diffusion per unit time. In short, the diffusion capacity of a node is positively related to connection density, communication capability, and hops of the path among nodes. Subsequently, the above differential equation is solved, and the solution is presented in Eq. (5):
where is the diffusion matrix, φ(0) represents the energy distribution of nodes of G at time t = 0, φ(t) indicates the energy distribution of nodes at time t, h i represents the i th eigenvector of L, and reflects the diffusion capacity of the node. ij represents the energy that V i diffuses toward V j , and the i th row distribution of reflects the structural feature of the node. The time of energy diffusion is expressed as t. The smaller the value of t is, the more concentrated the energy distribution is (near the node). The structural feature of a node is defined in Eq. (6):
where ii = 0 and S i represent the energy that V i diffuses to other nodes through multiple paths within time t. A high number of paths and communication capabilities indicates high total energy diffusion. Therefore, the structural metric (SM) of a node can be represented as the total energy diffused to other nodes, which is defined as follows:
SM i presents the structural feature of node i. For a more visual analysis of the structure, a well-known topology generation tool (GT-ITM) is used to generate a rand graph with 13 nodes [34] . The SM of the nodes in the graph is visualized by Fig. 3 (t = 10 and K = 1). The thickness of the link indicates the currently available bandwidth. The SM of a node is indicated by the depth of the node's color. High diffused energy corresponds to high SM. A node that is equipped with a high SM value is automatically equipped with a good structural feature which metrics communication capacity to other nodes. When the link volume and connection density between node pairs are large, the energy diffusion between node pairs is also large. As indicated by the S distribution of node V 12 (Fig. 3) , the energy value received by node V 9 is greater than that received by node V 8 , with the same shortest hops to V 12 . On the one hand, the larger the node value is, the closer it is to the node V 12 that acts as the diffusion source (e.g., nodes V 11 and V 1 are closer to V 12 than V 9 ). On the other hand, the topological closeness of V 10 is relatively close to V 12 , but because the multiple paths between V 12 and V 10 contain links with low volume and communication capability, V 10 is not as good as other nodes (e.g., V 9 ). Therefore, the S of V 10 is relatively low compared to that of V 9 .
Thus, wavelet diffusion is a multi-attribute fusion evaluation algorithm rather than a simple multi-attribute for basic mathematical operations (e.g., +, −, and ×). In the next section, the structure of the relationship between a node pair is explored and leveraged to the mapped and candidate nodes.
IV. VNE_DW ALGORITHM DESIGN
The VNE_DW algorithm consists of two phases: the nodeand link-mapping algorithms.
A. NODE-EMBEDDING STAGE
A network node often includes multiple resource attributes, such as computing capacity, storage volume, forwarding rate, and so on. Most VNE algorithms evaluate nodes by referencing the amount of computation, determining the priority of candidate nodes according to the proposed node evaluation metric, and following this priority in selecting a node that satisfies resource constraints. However, if the simple summation operation is performed in the multi-attribute comprehensive metric of nodes, ISPs' revenue can be affected in the long term due to the multi-attribute imbalance phenomenon. The proposed algorithm in our paper focuses on optimizing the transmission task, in which node-mapping is directed toward facilitating the success of link-mapping. To adapt to the multi-resource attribute scenario, an evaluation formula for eliminating the imbalance phenomenon is proposed, which is expressed as follows:
where a s r represents the available resource r of substrate node s and a v r represents the resource demand of virtual node v for resource r. The horizontal s axis in Fig. 4 represents the value of a s r , whereas the vertical axis is the evaluation value P. The vertical line v is the value of a v r . When a s r is close to a v r , P rapidly increases. However, when a s r is extremely large, the function is nearly flat. Therefore, the problem of multi-attribute imbalance caused by a vast single attribute is avoided. The node evaluation formula for a s r and a v r is as follows:
where ''sign'' is a symbolic function that returns 1 when the argument is greater than 0.5 and 0 otherwise, and RA is a set of resource attributes. Eq. (9) is an extension for the multi-attribute node evaluation. In the succeeding discussion, we will determine the mapping order of the virtual nodes and the selection of candidate nodes in a substrate network.
Step 1. Virtual Node Sequence: Different VNE algorithms determine different virtual node embedding sequences according to the specific heuristic information because the embedding order of virtual nodes affects the bearing capacity of the substrate network. For the same reason, our algorithm emphasizes the purpose of improving the success rate of link-embedding by optimizing node selection, along with the consideration of the topological closeness and link volume between the mapping and the mapped node.
First, the first virtual node is determined according to Eq. (10), which has better structural features and higher connectivity:
Second, the remaining node sequences are determined based on the diffusion distribution of the node V v i , as defined in Eq. (11):
where V v * indicates the remaining nodes, which are sorted in descending order according to the diffusion value. According to the diffusion equation, the order of the virtual nodes reflects the node's closeness to V v i . The mapping order of the virtual nodes facilitates the increase in the revenue-cost ratio.
Step 2. Selection of the First Substrate Node: As the continuously arriving virtual node is accepted by a substrate node, which gradually degrades the communication capability, the probability of mapping the node decreases. When the consumed substrate node's resources are released, the communication capability of the substrate node improves, thereby increasing the probability of being selected again. According to the above process, the first substrate node hosting the first virtual node is selected according to the following heuristic information.
(1) The proposed algorithm reduces the ISP's cost, which is caused by the reduction in the average mapping path length. Therefore, the distribution of the mapped nodes is concentrated in the local region of the substrate network. For the convenience of the following description, we temporarily refer to the nodes and links of the local region as the mapping region. From the long-term perspective of running the algorithm, the resource distribution status in the mapped region will be consistent. If the resource status in the selected mapping region is good, then the mapping success rate of subsequent nodes will be improved.
(2) A node with strong computing capability may carry a relatively small number of virtual nodes, resulting in large mapping potential. In the mapping region where the node is located, the computing capacity of other nodes may be relatively high due to the consistency of the resource status.
(3) A node with strong communication capability has a relatively high bandwidth of communication paths. In the mapping region, the nodes spanned by the communication paths have strong communication capability in the mapping region.
Considering the above heuristic information, the first candidate node V s i is established by the following formula:
where rank(i) indicates the metric evaluation of V s i , which has a rich resource and structural feature.
Step 3. Substrate Candidate Nodes Sequence: In the existing node-ranking VNE algorithms, complex constraints in the graph are converted into sequence-mapping relationships, which simplify the difficulty of VNE but lose topological information to some extent. To maximize the use of the topological information, which concentrates the nodes in the local region of the substrate network and facilitates the linkmapping success rate, the virtual node-mapping sequence and the substrate nodes are dynamically divided into four and three sets, respectively. Moreover, the topological relationships among nodes are leveraged to coordinate the relationships among the sets and improve the mapping performance of the algorithm. Fig. 5 illustrates the relations among node sets in the mapping process. The line with an arrow indicates the mapping process or the correspondence relation between the sets of virtual and substrate nodes, whereas the dotted line indicates the topology relationship among the sets. (1) R1 describes the topology relationship between the mapping node and the set of neighboring nodes. The existence of R1 signifies that multiple virtual links must be deployed between a candidate node and the set of hosting nodes H 1 . R1 determines the revenue-cost ratio. If the selected candidate node is close to the set of hosting nodes H 1 , and the connection density and communication bandwidth of the links are large, then the immediate revenue-cost ratio and the link-mapping rate will increase.
(2) R2 describes the relationship between the mapping node and the set of non-neighboring nodes. Although no link deployment requirement exists between the mapping node and the set of hosting nodes H 2 , an R1 relationship may exist between the waiting and non-neighboring nodes. Therefore, maintaining closeness to H 2 can improve the overall aggregation level of nodes and facilitate the improvement of the later revenue-cost ratio.
(3) R3 describes the impact of the mapping node on the set of waiting nodes. When a waiting node becomes the mapping node, R1 and R2 will exist between the waiting nodes and the set of mapped nodes. In this case, a candidate node with better structural features should be selected, which is conducive to communication with subsequent nodes.
Based on the above three items, the metric of the candidate nodes is defined as follows:
where H 1 indicates the substrate node set mapped by the neighboring nodes of V v i (mapping node i in Fig. 5 ) and H 2 indicates the set of hosting nodes mapped by the nonneighboring nodes of V v i . The summation operation is the superposition of the intensity of wavelet diffusion. r 0 , r 1 , and r 2 are the weighting factors of R1, R2, and R3, respectively. When r 0 is large, the diffusion of the neighboring nodes has a great influence on the selection of the candidate nodes, and the selected candidate nodes will be close to the neighboring nodes. The metric of the candidate node set CN measures the topological closeness feature and structural features between the candidate nodes and the mapped nodes. Link-mapping is divided into single-and multipath mapping, depending on whether the substrate link supports splitting or not. For multipath mapping scenarios, a single set of data flow is circulated over multiple paths. The methods of multipath mapping can reduce mapping costs, reinforce link security, balance the load, etc. Link-mapping between a pair of nodes with high connection density and strong link communication capability will exhibit a high link mapping rate, regardless of whether it is single-or multipath mapping. However, because router support for TCP split transmission is not mature yet, this topic will not be discussed in this paper. For single-path mapping, the shortest path algorithm is used to solve the virtual network link-mapping. By cutting the link that does not meet the bandwidth requirement, the speed in the shortest path algorithm, as well as the success rate of linkmapping, can be increased. The link-mapping algorithm is described as follows. 
Algorithm 1 Node-Embedding via Diffusion Wavelet
Input: graph G v , G s ,|N v | 3 + |N s | 3 + |N s ||N v |), whereas the time complexity of algorithm 2 is O(|L v | |N s | 2 ).
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the settings of the experimental environment are described in detail, and then the evaluation criteria of the algorithm are introduced. Finally, analyses of the experimental results are made in detail.
A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Similar to [38] and [39] , our paper uses GT-ITM [34] to generate topological data required for the experiment. To compare the impact of virtual link factors on the performance of the algorithm, two different substrate environments were set. Environments 1 and 2 explore the impact of link bandwidth and link connection density on algorithm performance, respectively. The results of the experiment are collected after 500 time units.
1) SUBSTRATE NETWORK SETTINGS
This article selects two sizes of networks according to [38] , [39] . As shown in Table 1 , the resource distribution of nodes and links is uniformly distributed. For the convenience of description, two networks with different scales are named S1 and S2, respectively. 
2) VIRTUAL NETWORK SETTINGS
Virtual network settings are shown in Table 2 and 3. The resource distribution of nodes and links follow the uniform distribution. The arriving rate of the VNRs follows the Poisson distribution with an average of five VNRs per 500 time units in substrate network S1, and the arriving rate with an average of five VNRs per 1,000 time units in substrate network S2. The duration of VNRs follow an exponential distribution with an average of 1,000 time units. The remaining parameters are set as follows: r 0 = 1, r 1 = 0.4, r 1 = 0.1, substrate network diffusion time t = 8, virtual network diffusion time t = 3, and K = 1.
3) DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE VALIDATION STEP
To validate the performance of VNE_DW on virtual network requests with different bandwidths and densities, first VNE_DW is validated by using the virtual networks with different bandwidths (Table 2) on the smaller-scale substrate network (S1). Then validate again on the larger-scale substrate network (S2). Second, VNE_DW is validated by using virtual networks with different connection densities (Table 3) on the smaller-scale substrate network (S1) and then validate again on the larger-scale substrate network (S2).
B. VNE EVALUATION CRITERIA
The evaluation criteria used in this paper are represented by Eqs. (14) , (15) , (16) , (17) , and (18):
where AAR describes the average acceptance rate of the VNE, VNR success indicates the number of successfully embedded VNRs, VNR request indicates the total number of reached VNRs, and T represents the algorithm runtime;
where RCR indicates the revenue-cost ratio, R represents the revenue of the mapping VNRs, and C represents the cost of mapping VNRs;
where LFR indicates link-mapping failure rate, VNR link_fail indicates the number of VNRs with failed link mappings, and VNR node_success indicates the number of VNRs with successful node mappings. The higher the LFR is, the higher the failure rate of the link relative to the node mapping is. LFR reveals the impact of link-mapping on the request acceptance rate;
where LLB indicates the link load balancing, µ indicates the link resource utilization, and AL indicates the average link resource utilization. The smaller LLB value reveals the link's ability to provide external services at the lowest cost and best state, so that the link has the highest throughput and higher performance; and
where AMT indicates the average mapping time, MT is the time required for virtual network mapping and Mean is the average value. AMT reveals the resource deployment speed of the VNRs.
C. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To assess the performance of our VNE_DW algorithm, we choose three state-of-the-art algorithms for comparison:
(1) the Markov Chains with Rewards Ranking (MCRR) method [35] , which uses Markov random walk as the model and computes the priority of candidate nodes through the resources of neighbor nodes; (2) the Virtual Network Embedding based on Elimination and Choice Expressing Reality (ELECTRE_VNE) method [36] , which is a multi-attribute evaluation method that combines topological and resource attributes to evaluate the priority of nodes; and (3) the Energy Efficient, Concurrent and Topology-Aware virtual network embedding (EE_CTA) method [37] , which focuses on network topology by assigning reachability rank to resources, and adopts a genetic algorithm to solve the VNE scheme. As shown in Fig. 6 , with the distribution of link bandwidth and density requested by the virtual network increasing, the average resource requirement of each virtual network also increases, and thus the link failure rate (LFR) of the five algorithms increases. However, as shown in subpictures a and b, the LFR of VNE_DW is lower than that of the other three algorithms as the bandwidth increases. Especially in HB, VNE_DW is 20.2% and 22.2% lower than the average value of the other three algorithms. Similarly, as shown in subpictures c and d, when the density is HD, the LFR of VNE_DW is 14.6% and 19.2% lower than the average FIGURE 6. LFR over bandwidth and density. VOLUME 7, 2019 value of the other three algorithms. In terms of different bandwidths and densities, VNE_DW has the lowest LFR among the four. The main reason for this phenomenon is that, when selecting a node that satisfies the resource constraint, the VNE_DW algorithm preferentially selects a node that exhibits a neighborhood relationship with the mapped node (i.e., in terms of path bandwidth and connection density among the nodes). Furthermore, VNE_DW considers the impact of the current mapping node on the remaining nodes and then selects a node with strong communication capability to improve the success rate of link-mapping among subsequent nodes. When all nodes are mapped, the LFR will decrease. MCRR takes advantage of the topological attribute to calculate the resource of the node. However, node selection does not consider path bandwidth and the relationship among nodes; hence, the LFR increases. ELECTRE_VNE considers the node's local resources and closeness among the nodes and uses the shortest hops to evaluate the nodes. However, this evaluation only reflects the closeness among nodes; the path bandwidth between the candidate and the mapped nodes and the link connection relationship of the virtual node are not accounted for. Therefore, when the selected candidate node is close to a mapped node, the virtual link is deployed between the candidate and other mapped nodes with multiple hops, thereby increasing the link-mapping failure rate. EE_CTA uses reachability graphs to mark the reachability of nodes and links. Nodes with the same reachability belong to the same subgraph and are close to each other. EE_CTA improves the degree of aggregation between mapped nodes by minimum reachability. However, the distribution of nodes is concentrated and their communication capabilities may not be very good, which is not conducive to reducing LFR.
As observed from Fig. 7 , the revenue-cost ratio (RCR) decreases with the increase in link bandwidth and connection density of VNRs, because of the increasing mapping load of the link. As shown in subpictures a and b, when the distribution of bandwidth is HB, VNE_DW is 22.4% and 27.6% higher than the average value of the other three algorithms. As shown in subpictures c and d, when the density of the link is HD, VNE_DW is 18.7% and 23.1% higher than the average value of the other three algorithms. The reason for this phenomenon is because the VNE_DW algorithm preferentially maps the nodes close to neighbors and reduces the hop count of the substrate path. Moreover, the mapping position is close to the mapped nodes, which aggregates the distribution of the mapped nodes, consequently improving the RCR. The MCRR algorithm selects a resource-rich node as a candidate node. When the virtual and candidate nodes are sorted, the number of path hops increase because the connection relationship among the nodes is not considered, thereby reducing the RCR. The ELECTRE_VNE algorithm considers the path hops between the candidate node and the mapped node set. However, each selected substrate node is close to a node of the mapped set. The virtual link will be deployed not between the node pairs, but between other node pairs. When more attributes are considered, the impact of the hop attribute on the ranking may decline, resulting in a low RCR. EE_CTA is a multi-objective optimization algorithm, and multiple targets of VNE tend to compete with each other. However, EE_CTA does not combine topology information well to guide nodes to adjust the mapping scheme. Instead, the nodes are randomly adjusted. The final solution obtained by the nondominated sorting algorithm is not necessarily the highest RCR.
The decline in average acceptance rate (AAR) as link bandwidth and density increasing are depicted in Fig. 8 . Because the total resource of S1 is less than that of S2, the AAR on S1 falls faster than the AAR on S2. As shown in subpictures a and b, when the distribution of bandwidth is HB, VNE_DW is 18.1% and 18.3% higher than the average value of the other three algorithms. However, in subpictures c FIGURE 8. AAR over bandwidth and density. and d, when the density of the link is HD, VNE_DW is 14.1% and 16.6% higher than the average value of the other three algorithms. For limited substrate resources, as the connection density and bandwidth of the virtual link increase, the consumption of the substrate resources continuously increases. When the substrate resources cannot carry the VNR, the AAR of all algorithms shows a downward trend. We consider the link constraint between direct neighbors, indirect neighbors, and subsequent unmapped nodes to reduce unnecessary bandwidth consumption and improve the accommodation of the substrate network. Unnecessary bandwidth resources are consumed when the nodes are mapped using MCRR, ELECTRE_VNE, and EE_CTA. Moreover, MCRR, ELEC-TRE_VNE, and EE_CTA have a higher LFR, thereby resulting in a lower acceptance rate compared to VNE_DW. The EE_CTA algorithm generates a new virtual network mapping scheme through crossover and mutation operations, in which the crossover operation is prone to infeasible solutions, such that individuals in the population are eliminated during the evolution process, thereby reducing the population richness. which affects the AAR of the VNE in the long run. Fig. 9 shows that link load balancing (LLB) presents different tendencies with different bandwidths and densities over network sizes. In the case of lower bandwidth and lower density, the LLB of VNE_DW is poor. As shown in subpictures a and b, when the distribution of bandwidth is LB, VNE_DW is 0.049 and 0.078 higher than the average value of the other three algorithms. However, when the distribution of bandwidth is HB, VNE_DW is 0.047 and 0.045 lower than the average value of the other three algorithms. As shown in subpictures c and d, when the density of the link is LD, VNE_DW is 0.039 and 0.065 higher than the average value of the other three algorithms. However, when the density of link is HD, VNE_DW is 0.023 and 0.041 lower than the average value of the other three algorithms. In the lower density or bandwidth environment, the VNE_DW has higher LLB than the other algorithms, but with the increase of bandwidth and density, the LLB begins to decrease, the balance performance improves, and the LLB of the other algorithms begins to increase. The reason is that the substrate resources are relatively sufficient, and the impact on the link is not enough to change the mapping scheme of the nodes. Therefore, balance performance is relatively poor. However, as the bandwidth and density increase, VNE_DW actively searches for a node with link resources sufficient for mapping, reducing the load on low-resource links. Other algorithms, when selecting nodes, do not consider the communication capabilities between nodes well, so the link bearer is unbalanced after greedy selection of nodes.
In summary, VNE_DW exhibits higher AAR and RCR compared with other algorithms, thereby improving the overall revenue of network operators. Table 4 shows the average mapping time (AMT) of the five algorithms. VNE_DW has a slightly higher AMT than MCRR, but lower mapping time than ELECTRE_VNE and EE_CTA. VNE_DW needs to solve the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix, based on the wavelet diffusion coefficient matrix. The node structure is analyzed, and the candidate order is determined. The MCRR needs to obtain the smooth distribution of the nodes using the Markov matrix and determine the mapping order by sorting the candidate nodes. The ELECTRE_VNE algorithm needs to calculate multiple node attributes, and the hop count attribute of the substrate network (to the mapping node) is necessary, when selecting a candidate node for each virtual node. The attribute of each candidate solution must be compared and analyzed, which is a time-consuming process. EE_CTA requires multiple iterations of the population, and a large number of mapping schemes need to be evolved or eliminated, so it takes a long time. 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper preferentially selected nodes with better structural features to coordinate link-mapping in two-stage VNE algorithms. Wavelet diffusion, which is an algorithm for unsupervised learning node structure, is utilized. The results show that the diffusion process can measure link bandwidth and connection density among nodes. This method is suitable for the needs of communication traffic with intensive services in environments with poor communication links.
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